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State resolved inelastic scattering of N 2 from Ru „0001…
H. Mortensen,a) E. Jensen, L. Diekhöner,b) A. Baurichter, A. C. Luntz, and V. V. Petrunin
Fysisk Institut, University of Southern Denmark, Campusvej 55, DK-5230 Odense M, Denmark

~Received 29 January 2003; accepted 26 March 2003!

Detailed measurements of state resolved inelastic scattering of N2 from Ru~0001! are reported for
a wide range of initial energies~0–3 eV! and angles of incidence. The ion time-of-flight resonantly
enhanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! detection scheme developed here and used with cw
molecular beams simultaneously measures the internal quantum state and translational energy
normal to the sample surface. Doppler broadening of the REMPI spectrum of scattered particles
yields the dispersion in scattering out of plane. The results are qualitatively similar to inelastic N2

scattering studies for a wide variety of other metal surfaces; i.e., no observable vibrational
excitation, weak rotational excitation described as a Boltzmann distribution, strong surface
excitation depending upon the incident normal energy, and an anticorrelation between rotational and
surface excitation. The absence of any vibrational excitation atE'3 eV is inconsistent with
adiabatic model dynamics based on theab initio potential-energy surface. It is, however, consistent
with a strong nonadiabatic damping of vibration to electron-hole pairs in the region of the barrier.
This same suggestion was previously found necessary to rationalize unusual dissociative adsorption
and associative desorption of N2 on Ru~0001!. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the kinetics and dynamics of the disso
tive adsorption of N2 on Ru~0001! terraces has been the ce
ter of much experimental1–7 and theoretical8–10 activity in
recent years. In part, this interest derives from the poss
importance of supported Ru particles as an end catalys
NH3 synthesis, although it has recently been shown that
rate limiting step in NH3 synthesis is dissociation a
steps/defects.6,11 However, it is also of interest because it
an excellent prototype for direct activated dissociative
sorption, but has a quite different potential-energy surf
~PES! topology than the well studied activated adsorptio
of H2 on Cu single crystals12,13 and CH4 dissociation on
transition-metal surfaces,14,15 and most of our fundamenta
concepts and understanding of activated adsorption are b
on detailed experimental and theoretical studies on th
two. Thus detailed reactive dynamic studies
N2 /Ru(0001) provide a test of the generality of the dyna
ics lessons learned from the other two systems. Below
summarize a few pertinent aspects of N2 dissociation dynam-
ics on Ru~0001!.

Density-functional calculations~DFT! have shown that
the adiabatic barrier to N2 dissociation on Ru~0001! is V*
'1.9 eV and is located along the vibrational coordinate, i
it represents a high exit channel barrier.8–10 These calcula-
tions also demonstrate that formation of ap bonded molecu-
larly adsorbed state is endothermic by 0.5 eV so that th
are no p bonded molecular precursors in the dissociat
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adsorption, i.e., it is a direct dissociation. Previo
molecular-beam studies of the direct dissociative adsorp
of N2 /Ru(0001) have been recently summarized and
quite unusual relative to expectations based on H2 /Cu and
CH4 dissociations.2 Especially puzzling are that the dissoci
tion probability S0!1 at normal translational energyEn

@V* and that there seems to be only modest dependenc
S0 on the initial vibrational temperature of the N2. State
resolved associative desorption experiments7 were especially
unsettling based on traditional expectations. There was l
vibrational excitation of the nascent N2 , in sharp contrast
with anticipated desorption dynamics for a high vibration
barrier. In addition, the energy in all N2 degrees of freedom
accounts for only1

3 of V* and this implies that23 of the
barrier energy is lost to the surface in the desorption proc
Adiabatic dynamical models based on theab initio PES from
DFT calculations and all known models of how the reacti
couples to the lattice were inconsistent with a strong ene
loss from the vibrational coordinate to the lattice~phonons!.7

It was shown that the addition of strong nonadiabatic c
pling of the vibrational coordinate to electron-hole pairs d
resolve the discrepancy and this was taken asindirect evi-
dence for the strong nonadiabatic coupling. Inclusion of t
nonadiabatic coupling also gave qualitative agreement w
the unusal dissociative adsorption behavior. It was also s
gested that strong nonadiabatic coupling arose because
tiple p bonds are broken/made causing large charge tran
and because the high exit channel~vibrational! nature of the
barrier requires strong vibrational excitation.

It has often been argued theoretically that elastic a
state resolved inelastic scattering on reactive systems
also be used to probe aspects of the reactive dynami16

especially at incident energies comparable to the dissocia
barrier. In that case, significant dissociation is also occurr

y,
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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simultaneously with scattering. For example, strong vib
tional excitation of H2 and D2 scattering from Cu~111! at
En>V* is interpreted in terms of the dissociation barr
topology ~at impact sites different from that giving the low
est adiabatic barrier!.13,16 In this paper we report state re
solved inelastic scattering experiments for N2 scattered from
Ru~0001! in order to see if any new insight can be gain
into the reactive dynamics of this system. The experime
use well defined initial conditions obtained from seeded
personic nozzle beams and use ion time-of-flight resona
enhanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! detection to mea-
sure energy partitioning into translation perpendicular to a
parallel to the surface, rotation, and vibration. Since all2

degrees of freedom are measured, we can also infer the
to the surface. Since trapping is minimal under the con
tions of the experiments,17,18 the scattering represents dire
inelastic scattering. These results are compared to sev
other studies of the inelastic scattering of N2 from
metals19–29 and the general energy partitioning fo
N2 /Ru(0001) scattering is found to be quite similar to
prior systems studied. Hence there seems little direct sig
ture of the reactive dynamics in the scattering. The sa
conclusion was previously obtained for the reactive sys
N2 /W(110).24 In comparing the observed lack of vibration
excitation in N2 /Ru(0001) scattering at highEn with dy-
namical models, however, it is suggested that this is m
compatible with the nonadiabatic dynamics developed to
plain the reactive dynamics rather than adiabatic dynam

II. EXPERIMENT

All experiments are performed in a molecular-bea
surface science machine that has been described in d
previously.30,31 Incident N2 molecules in the scattering ex
periments are derived from triply differentially pumped s
personic molecular beams, either neat~for low incident en-
ergies! or as a dilute seed in either He or H2 for higher
incident energies. The incident energy, variable from;0 to 3
eV, is controlled by varying the seed mixture and the noz
temperatureTn . Translational energy distributions of all in
cident N2 beams are measured using conventional chop
beam time-of-flight techniques. Certain low-energy expe
ments are conducted using a high Mach number stain
steel nozzle with energy resolutionDE/E'0.05 and low ro-
tational state distributions (Trot;20 K). In order to minimize
the possibility of catalytic reaction in a hot nozzle wh
seeding N2 in H2 , we use an alumina (Al2O3) ceramic
nozzle in that case. This nozzle has a larger orifice and lo
Mach numbers. Typical energy widths using the ceram
nozzle at highTn are DE/E'0.15, with initial rotational
temperatures varying withTn , but generally!300 K. The
beam diameter at the surface is roughly the same as th
the 9-mm diameter Ru~0001! crystal.

Procedures for cleaning, handling, and characteriza
of the very high quality Ru~0001! single crystal have bee
described elsewhere.1 In the experiments reported here, th
Ru~0001! crystal is initially cleaned by temperature pr
grammed oxidation followed by 10-s annealing at 1600 K
remove oxygen just prior to beam exposure. Sputter-an
cycles are applied regularly. Most scattering experiments
Downloaded 10 Jun 2003 to 134.105.248.20. Redistribution subject to A
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conducted at a surface temperatureTs>600 K in order to
minimize contamination buildup on the surface during t
sometimes lengthy scattering experiments. At thisTs , CO is
not stably adsorbed and hydrogen coverage on the sur
from the H2 seeded beams is,1%.32 Buildup of N on the
surface due to dissociative adsorption of N2 does not in gen-
eral pose any problem by virtue of the low stickin
coefficient.2 During extensive recordings of rotational spe
tra of high-energy beams, however, the sample was flas
to 1000 K every 30 min, which limits the maximum N cov
erage in all experiments to,5%. Even with such long expo
sures, all impurities on the Ru~0001! surface, e.g., oxygen
are below Auger detection limits. In addition, there is
carbon buildup on the surface during the course of the
periments as shown by temperature programmed oxidati

State-resolved detection of the scattered N2 was obtained
by ion time-of-flight resonantly enhanced multiphoton io
ization ~REMPI! using the~211! REMPI scheme first re-
ported by Lykke and Kay.33 The ;202-nm light required to
excite thea9 1Sg

1←X 1Sg
1 transition is produced in a com

mercial system consisting of a frequency-doubled Nd:YA
pulsed laser~Continuum Powerlite 8010! pumping a tunable
dye laser~Continuum ND6000!. The output of the dye lase
~approximately 607 nm! is tripled in a uv-tracking system
~Continuum UVT-3!. The resulting 202-nm light consisted o
approximately 0.6–1-mJ pulses~5 ns! and with a bandwith
@full width at half maximum~FWHM!# of ;0.1 cm21.

The general layout of the scattering experiment a
REMPI detector is shown in Fig. 1. The UV light is focuse
to an approximately 0.1-mm diameter beam propagating
allel to the surface in thex̂ direction and at a distance o
typically 1 mm from the surface. The N2

1 ions formed via
REMPI are extracted by an electric field into a field-fr
time-of-flight ~TOF! tube and ultimately detected by a m
crosphere plate. The N2

1 ions are separated from other ion
formed by nonresonant multiphoton ionization by their rou
time of flight ~TOF! to the detector which is dependent o
their mass/charge ratio. Critical dimensions and typical
erating conditions are as follows: extraction voltage of2500
V, distance of surface to TOF tube is 35 mm, TOF tu
length is 100 mm and active detection region of microsph
plate is 9 mm diameter. The sample bias@necessary for
e-beam heating of the Ru~0001!# is switched to ground po-
tential during the ionization and detection period. Both t

FIG. 1. Sketch of the scattering and REMPI detection system and defin
of the coordinate system used throughout the discussion. MSP is the m
sphere plate ion detector.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ion TOF detector and the sample are independently rotat
about the center line of the chamber.

With the N2 molecular beam incident on the sample, tw
satellite peaks are observed next to the TOF peak co
sponding to rest gas N2

1 as shown in Fig. 2 for REMPI
detection of rotational stateJ58. This is due to three differ-
ent velocity groups of the N2 molecules relative to the ex
traction field at the point of ionization. These are the incid
beam~moving away from the detector!, molecules scattered
from the surface~moving toward the detector! and back-
ground N2 in the chamber~on average stationary with re
spect to the detector!. The assignment of these three peaks
also confirmed by measuring rotational state distributions
each separately~see discussion later!. Thus the ion TOFt is
sensitive to velocity and can be used to measure translati
energies of N2 after scattering from the surface.

Generally, velocity measurements of neutrals us
ion TOF techniques employ ionization and subsequent d
through a field-free region prior to acceleration by an el
tric field34 or ionization at a point in a well defined accele
ating uniform electric field.35 In our REMPI detection
scheme~Fig. 1!, no special care was taken to generate
uniform electric field between the sample and the entra
to the TOF tube. As a result, the full ion trajectory to t
TOF tube is unknown and there is no absolute referenc
ion flight times t to velocity. However, near the samp
surface the electric field must be uniform and perpendicu
to the surface~along ẑ). The magnitude ofDt, the variation
in ion TOF t relative to the background gas with^v&50, is
dominated by the velocity of N2 perpendicular to the surface
since the major velocity dependence oft arises when it is
near the surface, i.e., before it is accelerated significantly
the electric field. It is shown elsewhere36 that Dt52vn /a
1c(vn), wherevn56A2En /m is the velocity componen
normal to the surface anda is the acceleration of the ion a
the point of ionization.c(vn) is a vn-dependent correction
term to account for the fact that the total field from the s
face to the entrance of the TOF tube is not uniform. Note t
whenvn is directed away from the surface~positive!, Dt is
negative. Both the constanta andc(vn) are unknown since

FIG. 2. N2(v50,J58) time-of-flight REMPI spectrum produced by sca
tering N2 from Ru~0001! with incidence conditionsEi52.7 eV, u i50°. t is
the absolute ion time of flight~TOF!. Three classes of N2 labeled in the
figure are identified.Dt i characterizes the TOF of the incident beam andDt f

characterizes the TOF of the scattered molecules.
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the ion trajectory is undoubtedly complex andDt must be
calibrated tovn with known velocity neutrals. The solid
points in Fig. 3 show such a calibration using ion TOF me
surements for REMPI ofJ58 for a N2 molecular beam with
incident energyEi and incident angleu i . Here,Ei was mea-
sured accurately by chopped beam TOF techniques usi
quadrupole mass spectrometer. As usual,En5Ei cos2 ui and
vn5v i cosui . The linearity of the plot ofDt i versusvn indi-
cates that the correction termc(vn) is quite small and can be
neglected and the slope of the line gives the constanta. This
corresponds to a field strength of approximately 80 V/cm
the point of ionization.

Using this calibration, it is possible to measure the av
age component of velocity normal to the surface for the sc
tered moleculeŝv f& from the shifted peakDt f for the scat-
tered component. This is shown in Fig. 3 as the open poi
Although the peak positions of the scattered particles w
quite reproducible, the broadening in the raw TOF data
the scattered beam relative to the incident beam~see Fig. 2!
was not reproducible and therefore must depend on ins
mental aspects of the TOF resolution. However, because^v f&
is @Dv f , the dispersion in normal velocity for the scatter
molecules, the average normal energy of the scattered N2 is
^Ef&'

1
2m^v f&

2. We shall take this to be an equality throug
out the discussion. As will be discussed later, considera
energy transfer occurs out of the normal component of tra
lational energy in the scattering, so the absolute magnitu
of the scattered N2 delays, i.e.,uDtu, are smaller than those
of the incident beam.

Trajectory simulations for limiting cases of the field di
tribution indicate a very broad angular acceptance for s
tering in the ion TOF detector, and whose magnitude
pends somewhat on̂v f&. In most experiments, the angula
acceptance is>50°. The center of the broad angular acce

FIG. 3. The absolute value of ion TOF shifts as defined in Fig. 2 a
function of the incident normal velocityvn ~bottom axis! and incident nor-
mal energyEn ~top axis! for various incident total energies and anglesu i as
given in legend.uDtu corresponds touDt i u for incident N2 and are the filled
symbols. The open symbols areuDt f u measured for the same incidence co
ditions as theuDt i u point vertically above it. The solid line is a linear fit to
uDt i u. The dotted line through the points for the scattered molecule
merely drawn to guide the eye.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tance range depends on alignment of the ion detector rela
to the surface~vertically and horizontally!. Alignment was
achieved by maximizing ion signals of the incident molec
lar beam. This centers the broad angular acceptance fo
condition that conserves parallel momentum in the scat
ing. As discussed later, changes in parallel velocity as a
sult of scattering are small enough that most of the scatte
particles are detected irrespective of their velocity paralle
the surface.

The velocity distribution parallel to the surface and
the direction of laser propagation (x̂) can be estimated by
measuring the Doppler broadening of the REMPI resona
for a single rotational transition. Assuming that the veloc
distribution parallel to the surface is Maxwellian, e.g.,
formed by some angular distribution of scattering, Dopp
broadening produces a Gaussian spectral line shape
FWHM DnD52nA2 ln 2Dvx /c, whereDvx5A^vx

2&2^vx&
2.

The total experimentally observed linewidthDnexp is there-
fore a convolution of the laser linewidthDnL and the Dop-
pler broadeningDnD . If DnL can also be described by
Gaussian, the three are simply related by (Dnexp)

25(DnL)
2

1(DnD)2. We have calibratedDnL by measuring the experi
mental lineshapeDnexp of a single rovibronic transition of a
300-K background N2 sample and correcting for the know
Doppler broadening with the relation above. The linewid
of DnL50.13 cm21 obtained is in good agreement with th
laser specifications and was found to be very reproduc
and stable during the several months of experiments.

Internal state distributions of initial and scattered N2 are
obtained by integrating the respective REMPI TOF sign
over t. The REMPI intensityI REMPI for a given transition is
related to the density of the initial internal staten(v,J) by
the simple relationI REMPI}n(v,J)I UV

2 , whereI UV is the UV
laser intensity. No corrections for rotational line streng
nor vibrational Franck–Condon factors are necessary
~211! REMPI of N2 ,33,37 nor is the~211! REMPI intensity
very sensitive to any alignment or orientation of N2 produced
by scattering.37,38The dependence ofI REMPI on I UV was veri-
fied experimentally over an order of magnitude change
I UV and presumably infers that the ionization step is stron
saturated for our laser focusing conditions. It was neces
to include theI UV term in the analysis of REMPI intensitie
since I UV changed by roughly 20% when scanned throu
the entire spectral range used in the experiments. The ab
to obtain relative internal state distributions from REM
intensities was verified by measuring the rotational and
brational state distributions for known distributions. For e
ample, background N2 in the chamber gave a Boltzman
distribution forn(v50,J) with Trot5316 K616 K. In addi-
tion, measurements ofn(v51):n(v50) for a hot nozzle
molecular beam agreed well with measurements of
nozzle temperatureTn . Although densities are measure
fluxes are the appropriate quantity to compare with theor
cal interpretations of the scattering. However, sinceDt
}AEn, the flux F(v,J,E)}n(v,J,Dt) so that no Jacobian
corrections derive from the flux-density transformation.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The presentation and qualitative discussion of the res
is first divided into four sections according to the various2
degrees of freedom probed in the scattering; vibrational,
tational, translational energy parallel to the surface, a
translational energy perpendicular to the surface. When c
bined, these measurements give the total energy lost to
surface in the scattering process as described in a fifth
tion. A sixth section deals with correlations between the d
ferent scattering channels. In all cases, initial states for
scattering were produced by~seeded! supersonic nozzle
beams of N2 and the full initial distributions (v,J,Ei ,u i)
were well characterized.

A. Vibrational excitation

Low rotational states in thev51←v51 vibrational
band are readily detected using~211! REMPI.33 Higher ro-
tational states (J.13) apparently suffer perturbations s
their assignment and intensities are subject to so
uncertainty.37 Thus, by comparing relative intensities of lo
J transitions ofv51 to those ofv50 before and after scat
tering, we obtain the extent of vibrational excitation pr
duced in the scattering. This assumes that the rotational s
distributions are the same in the two vibrational states.
though we cannot verify this experimentally, there is no re
son to suspect this is not approximately true. At low incide
normal energyEn'1 eV, no vibrational excitation is ob
served in the scattering,̂DEv&'0. Even at high incident
energy,En'2.8 eV, no measurable vibrational excitation
observed. In this case, however, because of the high r
tional excitation produced in the scattering~see next section!,
there is overlap of transitions ofv50, J.49 with the lowJ
transitions ofv51. As a result, we can only determine a
upper bound tov51 excitation. In addition, no measurab
excitation for v.1 was observed. We thus find that th
amount of vibrational excitation created via scatteri
^DEv&<0.05 eV atEn'2.8 eV.

Vibrational excitation and de-excitation has previous
been observed as significant for H2 and D2 scattered from
Cu~111! ~Refs. 39 and 40! at En comparable to the adiabati
barrier height for dissociation. This has been rationalized
due to a strong coupling between the normal translatio
and vibrational coordinates caused by a softening of
H–H stretch in the neighborhood of the barrier,16,41,42i.e., as
a consequence of the ‘‘exit’’ channel or vibrational nature
barrier. The two-dimensional potential-energy surface~PES!
for N2 dissociation on Ru~0001! obtained in DFT
calculations10 exhibits a barrier of;2 eV almost exclusively
along the vibrational coordinate. Thus we anticipate t
there should be significant N2 vibrational excitation in scat-
tering at En>2 eV by the same mechanism operative f
H2 /Cu. Adiabatic model dynamics calculations described
Sec. V confirm this anticipation. In that section, we also su
gest that nonadiabatic coupling to electron-hole pairs may
responsible for the absence of observable vibrational exc
tion in the experiments.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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B. Rotational excitation

Extensive rotational excitation of diatomic molecul
scattered from surfaces is a very well-known phenomen
sometimes exhibiting rotational rainbows43 and sometimes
simply producing rotationally hot Boltzmann distribu
tions.23,24,29 For N2 scattering from Ru~0001!, only Boltz-
mann rotational distributions are observed for all incidentEi

andu i . Incident beams are also well characterized by~much
lower! Boltzmann rotational distributions whose rotation
temperature depends on nozzle temperatureTn and expan-
sion characteristics. To account for the varying initial ro
tional content of the beams for different initial conditions, w
characterize the rotational excitation by the increase in r
tional temperature in the scattering experimentDTrot . The
average rotational energy created in the scattering
^DErot&5kBDTrot . In Fig. 4, we plotDTrot and the equiva-
lent average rotational energy versusEi . The error bars
given in the figure correspond to twice the standard de
tions of Boltzmann fits to the rotational populations. Expe
ments presented in Fig. 4 are atu i54°, 20°, and 40° and
show thatDTrot scales approximately withEi rather thanEn .
The dependence ofDTrot on Ei is seen to be approximatel
linear atTs5610 K with an offset in the extrapolation toEi

50. A very few spectra were recorded with differentTs as
indicated in the figure.DTrot increases slightly withTs as
well.

In early studies of rotational excitation, it was show
that the average rotational excitation can be approxima
described by a bilinear expression43,44

^DErot&5a~Ei1^Ew&!1bkBTs , ~1!

wherea, b, and^Ew& are constants. Neglecting theTs depen-
dent term~i.e., assumingb50) and fitting the results atTs

5610 K, we finda50.06 and̂ Ew&50.43 eV. ^Ew& has of-
ten been interpreted as the molecule-surface well depth43,44

although there is only empirical justification for this. We d
note that the experimental binding energy for N2 /Ru(0001)
is 0.44 eV atQN50.33,45 in ~too! good agreement with this
empirical assignment. The limited measurements of theTs

FIG. 4. The increase in rotational temperatureDTrot ~left axis! and the
corresponding average rotational energy^DErot& ~right axis! as a function of
total incident translational energyEi . The circles correspond to experimen
at a surface temperatureTs5610 K, the squares atTs51000 K and the
triangle atTs5300 K. The line is a linear fit toDTrot at Ts5610 K.
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dependence would implyb'0.4– 0.7, although there are in
sufficient measurements of theTs dependence to actuall
ascertain whether Eq.~1! represents this dependence well.

C. Excitation of translation parallel to the surface

Due to corrugation, either thermally induced or stat
scattering can change the momentum and energy parall
the surfaceEi . This is often described by measuring th
angular distributions in and out of the scattering plane, i
along theŷ and x̂ directions, respectively. As described pr
viously, the dispersion in the velocity distribution out of th
scattering plane along the direction of laser propagationDvx

can be measured by the Doppler broadening of spectral li
Since undoubtedlŷvx&50 out of the scattering plane, th
scattering along this direction can be described by the
persion in the translational energyDEx5 1

2m^vx
2&

5 1
2m(Dvx)

2. In Fig. 5, measurements ofDEx obtained from
the Doppler broadening are shown as a function of the t
incident energyEi . For each (Ei ,u i) the widths of several
rotational lines aroundJ516 were averaged. The smoo
line through the points is drawn only as a visual guide. Sim
lar to rotational excitation,DEx scales approximately withEi

rather thanEn . The increase inDEx with Ei is consistent
with a well-known increase in corrugation withEi . How-
ever, relative conversion alongx̂, DEx /Ei , decreases from
;0.08 to 0.05 asEi increases.

For normal incidence, the conversion of incident tran
lational energy into bothx andy motion parallel to the sur-
face must be identical by symmetry. In this case^vx&
5^vy&50, and reasonably assuming that scattering into
two degrees of freedom are uncoupled, implies that con
sion of Ei into translational energy parallel to the surface
defined by the root-mean-square energy transferDEi

52DEx . For u iÞ0, there is no rigorous relation betwee
DEy and DEx . However, since the scattering peaks at
near the specular condition,46 it is still likely that DEy

FIG. 5. Doppler measurements of the conversion of incident energyEi into
translational energy parallel to the laser propagation directionDEx . The
squares correspond tou i519° and circles tou i540°. The line through the
data is simply to guide the eye and has no theoretical significance.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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'DEx and thatDEi'2DEx . From Fig. 5, at the highest nea
normal energy corresponding toEi52.8 eV, DEi'0.25 eV,
i.e., the excitation of translational energy parallel to the s
face is modest.

We obtain an estimate of the angular distribution o
of the scattering plane~FWHM Dux) as tan(Dux/2)
5A2 ln 2Dvx /^vf&. This gives approximatelyDux'35– 45°
for the various incidence conditions. This is somewhat lar
than the angular widths ofDuy'15– 25° observed in the
scattering plane by conventional molecular-beam scatte
at u i540°.46 Note, however, thatDEy'DEx implies that
Duy,Dux at highu i .

D. Normal translational energy loss

As explained previously, the TOF delays of the incide
beam relative to the background gas give a calibration ofDt
in terms of velocity or translational energy normal to t
surface. Thus by comparinguDtu for scattered N2 relative to
this calibration, we can measure the average normal tran
tional energy^Ef& of the scattered N2. The open points in
Fig. 3 are theuDt f u values for scattered N2. The uDt i u mea-
sured for the corresponding incident beams are determ
by En and are given as the solid points above each o
point. The decrease inuDtu for each initial condition (Ei ,u i)
is due to energy loss from the normal component of tran
tional energy upon scattering. This is best represented a
fractional normal energy loss upon scattering, 12^Ef&/En

512(Dt f /Dt i)
2. Values of this quantity obtained from th

data of Fig. 3 are plotted in Fig. 6 versusEn as the solid
points. The fractional normal energy loss scales appro
mately withEn rather thanEi and increases with increasin
incident energy, from;10% atEn'0.5 eV to approximately
50% at En'2.7 eV. All points in this plot refer only to
REMPI detection of theJ58 rotational state and represe
essentially rotationally elastic scattering.

FIG. 6. The average fractional normal translational energy loss in scatte
12^Ef&/En , as a function of incident normal energyEn for rotationally
elastic scattering. The filled points are state resolved measurements fo
v50, J58 rovibrational state and with a surface temperatureTs5610 K.
The stars and crosses are extracted from the results of Ref. 46~see text!.
Angles of incidenceu i are given in the legend.
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Using conventional chopped molecular-beam and T
detection with a mass spectrometer detector, Papageorg
ulos et al.46 have previously measured the translational e
ergy and angular distributions for N2 scattering from
Ru~0001!. Since their measurements integrate over all qu
tum states but are angularly resolved, while our results
quantum state resolved but only measure the average en
along the normal and parallel to the surface, the two exp
ments are not directly comparable. However, by consider
only the normal component in the specularly scattered res
of Papageorgopouloset al., and correcting their results fo
rotational excitation as observed by us, we can appro
mately transform their results to a form equivalent to ours
rotationally elastic scattering. These are given by aster
~* ! and crosses~x! in Fig. 6 for u i540° and 50°, respec
tively. There is very good agreement of our data with tho
measured by Papageorgopouloset al. This justifies the cali-
bration procedures used in the analysis of the ion T
REMPI measurements of energy loss.

E. Surface excitation

Energy loss from normal translation must occur by
brational excitationDEv , rotational excitationDErot , con-
version to parallel translational motionDEi , or loss to the
surface ~phonon or electronic excitations! DEs . It was
shown in the previous sections that^DEv&, ^DErot&, andDEi

are all modest, so that the normal energy loss must be do
nated by loss to the surface at high incident energies. C
bining all energy measurements for the rotationally elas
measurements (J58) of Fig. 6 and estimates ofDEi

'2DEx from Fig. 5, we obtain the average energy lost to t
surface ^DEs&5En2^Ef&2DEi2^DEv&. The fractional
loss to the surface in scattering^DEs&/En is shown in Fig. 7
as a function ofEn . The approximate scaling of the energ
loss to the surface withEn rather thanEi is consistent with a

g,

the

FIG. 7. The average fractional energy loss to the surface^DEs&/En for
normal incidence conditions and rotationally elastic scattering as a func
of En . Points were obtained by combining the results in Figs. 6 and 5.
inset shows the predicted translational energy loss 12^Ef&/En from the
adiabatic~circles! and nonadiabatic~squares! dynamical models.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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surface energy loss to both phonons47 and electron-hole
pairs.48 It is certainly anticipated that the heavy N2 should
readily excite phonons on impact47 so that this must repre
sent a major if not dominant surface loss channel in sca
ing. The increase in fractional energy loss in Fig. 7 withEn

is well documented for a quite wide range ofEn in other
systems.49 In Sec. V, we compare the results of Fig. 7 wi
model dynamics calculations for both energy loss to phon
and to electronic excitations of the surface.

Table I summarizes the partitioning ofEn in N2 scatter-
ing for a few representativeEn ~assuming normal incidenc
and rotationally elastic scattering!. At low En , loss ofEn is
dominated by conversion to parallel momentum via the st
corrugation as well as the thermally induced roughness of
surface, while the energy loss to the surface is minimal. T
is consistent with the broad angular distributions seen at
En in molecular-beam scattering.46 On the other hand, a
high En , the normal energy loss is dominated by loss to
surface since this increases much more rapidly than the
rugation withEn .

F. Correlations between energy-transfer channels

Some of the different channels for energy transfer
coupled. Thus the partitioning of energy into one chan
depends not only on the incident energy, but also on the o
channels detected simultaneously. Here we discuss the
plings observed between energy transfer to the lattice, r
tional excitation, and parallel translational motion.

By measuringDt f for various rotational states at fixe
incident conditions (Ei ,u i), we measure the coupling be
tween rotational excitation and translational energy l
~principally to the surface!. Results for such measuremen
are shown in Fig. 8~a! for three differentEi . The filled sym-
bols show the dependence of the final normal translatio
energyEf on the state resolved rotational energyErot ~bottom
axis! or rotational stateJ ~top axis! detected. Figure 8~b!
shows the same results, but replotted as^DEs&/En51
2(^Ef&1DEi1^DErot&1^DEv&)/En versusErot . This dem-
onstrates the well-known anticorrelation between rotatio
excitation and surface excitation.19,50 The slope of this anti-
correlation isdDEs /dErot'20.5. Many different explana
tions have been suggested for this anticorrelation,19,24,47,50

although the generality of the phenomenon makes each
cific explanation for a given system somewhat suspect.

Finally, by comparing the Doppler broadening of seve
rotational statesJ516 to 44 forEn52.7 eV, we observe no
or at best a very small variation inDEx with increasingErot .
Because this correlation was so weak, it was neglecte

TABLE I. The partitioning of energy loss at low, intermediate, and hi
energies for rotational stateJ58 upon normal incidence. All energies ar
given in eV.

En 0.50 1.0 2.8

^Ef& 0.4 0.65 1.3
DEi 0.08 0.13 0.3
^DEs& 0.02 0.22 1.2
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determining the rotation surface loss anticorrelati
dDEs /dErot discussed above.

IV. COMPARISON TO OTHER N2ÕMETAL STUDIES

There have been many previous state resolved studie
N2 scattering from metal surfaces: Ag~111!,19–22W~110! and
Pt~111!,23,24 Pd~111!,25 Au~111!,26 Cu~110!,27,28 and
Ni~111!.29 The initial scattering conditions of the exper
ments vary considerably as well as the completeness of
studies. However, in all cases initial translational energy
partitioned with a large loss to the lattice~20–60% depend-
ing uponEn), a small loss to rotation~,10%! and negligible
loss to molecular vibration. The scattering of N2 /Ru(0001)
observed here is in complete accord with these general
dencies. Even the parameters extracted to describe the
ergy transfer are similar for all systems. For example,
value ofa'0.06 obtained here for N2 /Ru(0001) in Eq.~1!
describing average rotational excitation is quite similar
that of several other systems; e.g., 0.07 for N2 /Cu(110),27

0.09 for N2 /W(110),24 while the ~uncertain! estimate ofb
'0.4– 0.7 obtained here is somewhat larger than the va
of 0.1–0.3 measured for N2 /Cu(110).27 Even the slope of
the anticorrelationdDEs /dErot'20.5 is similar to that ob-
served in many other systems, e.g.,20.6 for N2 /Cu(110),27

20.57 for N2 /W(110),24 and 20.3 for N2 /Ag(111).19 Fi-
nally, the magnitude of the fractional energy loss to the s
face given in Fig. 7 is quite comparable to that of oth
systems at equivalentEn , e.g., 0.3 atEn50.79 eV for
N2 /Cu(110),27 0.38 atEn50.75 eV for N2 /W(110),24 and
0.4 atEn50.75 eV for N2 /Ag(111).51

Although the overall energy partitioning is rather sim
lar for all N2/metal systems, the detailed behavior, e.g.,
rotational distributions, differs markedly. However, a
systems seem to belong to one of two general qualita
classes of behavior. In one, the scattering is characterize

FIG. 8. ~a! The average fractional conservation of normal translational
ergy ^Ef&/En as a function of rotational energyErot ~bottom axis! or rota-
tional quantum number J~top axis!. Initial conditions of the experiments ar
Ei51.5 eV, u i519° ~triangles!, Ei52.4 eV, u i50° ~circles!, and Ei

52.7 eV, u i519° ~squares!. ~b! Average fractional energy loss to the su
face ^DEs&/En as a function of rotational energyErot Incidence conditions
and symbols are the same as in~a!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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rotational rainbows witĥDErot& scaling withEn and exhib-
iting strong rotational alignment and orientation. Examp
of this behavior include N2 /Ag(111),19–22 N2 /Au(111),26

and N2 /Cu(110),27 as well as the prototype syste
NO/Ag~111!.43,52,53 In the other class, the scattering giv
essentially Boltzmann rotational distributions,^DErot& scales
with Ei rather than En , and the rotational alignment
orientation is minimal. This class includes N2 /W(110),23,24

N2 /Pt(111),24 N2 /Pd(111),25 and N2 /Ni(111).29 Clearly
our results for N2 /Ru(0001) are similar to those of this latte
class.

The exact nature of the difference in the two classe
unclear. The first class is consistent qualitatively with
purely repulsive interaction of the molecule with the surfa
e.g., as an ellipsoid scattering from a smooth surface c
The interaction responsible for the second class is not
well understood. It has been suggested previously that
behavior of the second class is due to corrugation,20–22,51

reactive interactions,24 or multibounce scattering trajec
tories.27,28 However, only N2 /W(110) is dissociative so tha
the difference seems unrelated to the reactivity of the s
face. Nor are N2 chemisorption well depths markedly diffe
ent for the two classes so that there is no reason to sus
wide variations in corrugation in the molecular potentia
either in the attractive well or repulsive wall. One possib
difference between the two classes is the absence or pres
of metal d bonding in the N2 chemisorption interaction, a
well as the absence or presence of only partially occup
metal d-band states. How either may affect the rotation
scattering, however, is at this stage merely speculation.
possible thatd-bonding contributions make some corrugati
not evident by simply considering the well depths as a m
sure of chemical interaction. It is also possible that electro
excitations to emptyd-band states near the Fermi ener
could affect the inelastic scattering behavior in some wa

V. MODEL DYNAMICS

We have recently presented a three-dimensional~3D!
quasiclassical dynamical model of dissociative adsorp
and associative desorption of N2 /Ru(0001) and compare
this with detailed experiments.7 The three dimensions in
cluded were the translational coordinatez, vibrational coor-
dinated, and a single surface phonon coordinateq. The 3D
interaction potential was based on the two-dimensional~2D!
ab initio potential-energy surface obtained in DFT calcu
tions and coupling to the lattice via ‘‘dynamic recoil.’’ Trans
lational energy and vibrationally resolved dissociation pro
abilities S(E,v,Ts) and associative desorption fluxe
D f(E,v,Ts) were calculated in the model by averaging ma
quasiclassical trajectories over appropriate initial conditio
and compared with experiments. It was concluded there
there were qualitative discrepancies between this adiab
model and the experiments. It was especially noted that
3D adiabatic model of the dynamics predicted very stro
vibrational excitation~vibrational inversion! in D f(E,v,Ts),
although only modest vibrational excitation was observ
experimentally. It was also pointed out that only1

3 of the
energy of the barrier ended up in any N2 degree of freedom
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so that there was massive loss to the surface during ass
tive desorption. It was argued that this was unlikely to be d
to the limited dimensionality of the model or more comp
cated coupling to the phonons and it was suggested that
was indirect evidence for strong nonadiabatic coupling of
vibrational coordinate to electron-hole pairs in the metal.
cluding such couplings in the 3D model as a vibrational fr
tion ~and a fluctuating force to enforce thermal equilibriu
of the surface! produced good agreement with all expe
ments, both in sticking and in associative desorption. Ho
ever, the vibrational friction needed to be quite large relat
to conventional wisdom. Arguments were presented to s
gest that vibrational frictions are generally quite large in t
neighborhood of the transition state for activated dissoc
tions of p bonded molecules, but the proof of these sugg
tions must await reliableab initio calculations of the nona
diabatic coupling.

The same adiabatic and nonadiabatic models can be
to look at inelastic scattering by simply analyzing the non
active trajectories. Because the model is 3D, only transla
normal to the surface, vibration, and the surface oscillator
defined. Therefore we cannot investigate rotational excita
nor excitation ofEi in scattering. We can, however, calcula
the average vibrational excitation̂DEv&, the average pho-
non excitation̂ DEq&, and the fractional translational energ
loss 12^Ef&/En in both the adiabatic and nonadiabat
models.

^DEv& predicted by the adiabatic and nonadiabatic mo
els are presented in Fig. 9. The adiabatic model predic
strong increase in vibrational excitation starting atEn'V* .
This is similar to the vibrational excitation observed
D2 /Cu(111) scattering.40 On the other hand, the model wit
nonadiabatic vibrational coupling shows no evidence of
brational excitation in scattering. Since the experiment a
shows no evidence of vibrational excitation, we take t
experimental observation as more consistent with nona
batic dynamics. This statement cannot be made too de
tively, however, because of experimental uncertainties in
tablishing the lower limit of vibrational excitation an
because of the limited dimensionality of the model. Als
limiting the dynamics to three dimensions seems less ap

FIG. 9. Average vibrational excitation̂DEv& as a function ofEn from the
adiabatic~circles! and nonadiabatic~squares! dynamical models.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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priate for inelastic scattering than for reactive events si
scattering undoubtedly arises from N2 /Ru(0001) collisions
with all possible orientations and impact parameters. On
other hand, reactive dynamics arises principally from ste
sampling of the lowest potential barriers and we believe
is well represented in the 3D model.

12^Ef&/En from the models is shown as the inset
Fig. 7. There is no marked difference between the adiab
and nonadiabatic models. Since^DEv&50 for the nonadia-
batic model,̂ DEs&/En512^Ef&/En in this case.̂ DEq& is
nearly identical for both models and^DEv& that occurs in the
adiabatic model is lost to electron-hole pairs in the nonad
batic model, so that the total energy lost from translation
nearly identical in the two cases. Excitation of the latti
~phonons! and excitation of vibration~or damping into
electron-hole pairs! appear to be nearly independent pr
cesses. Presumably, lattice excitation occurs on first im
in the entrance channel, while vibrational excitation/damp
occurs only subsequently when the N2 approaches the bar
rier. The energy loss in the models is in reasonable ag
ment with the experiments, both in magnitude and shape

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present detailed studies of the inela
scattering of N2 from Ru~0001! over a wide range of inciden
conditions (Ei ,u i) produced by supersonic molecular beam
State resolved detection of N2 before and after scattering wa
accomplished using ion TOF REMPI detection. Our imp
mentation measures the translational energy normal to
surface by the ion TOF and the translational energy para
to the surface from the Doppler broadening of the REM
spectra. We observe little or no vibrational excitation of2
for incident energies up to 2.8 eV. Rotational excitation
well described by a Boltzmann distribution, which increas
linearly with Ei rather thanEn . The overall conversion o
translational to rotational energy is less than 10% ofEi ,
even atEi52.8 eV. Measurements of the Doppler broade
ing of individual rotational transitions allow a measureme
of the modest excitation of translational energy parallel
the surfaceDEi . This also increases somewhat withEi , but
with DEi /Ei decreasing withEi . Measurements of the tota
energy loss out of the normal component of translatio
energy show that this scales approximately withEn and in-
creases from;10% at lowEn to .50% at highEn . Com-
bining all measurements, we obtain the average fractio
energy loss to the surface in scattering^DEs&/En . This in-
creases from;0 at low En to approximately 50% at high
En . ^DEs&/En and the rotational energyErot are anticorre-
lated and there is at best only a very weak correlation
tween DEi /Ei and Erot . All experimental results for
N2 /Ru(0001) scattering are qualitatively similar to those
other state resolved studies of N2 scattering fromd-band
transition metals, whether reactive@W~110! ~Refs. 23 and
24!# or nonreactive@Pt~111!,24 Pd~111!,25 Ni~111! ~Ref. 29!#.
We believe that, in the inelastic scattering, the only signat
of the dissociative dynamics is the absence of strong vib
tional excitation in scattering at highEi . This is not consis-
tent with adiabatic dynamics based on the 2D DFT PES
models of lattice coupling. We suggest that this is a signa
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of vibrational damping caused by nonadiabatic coupling
the vibrational coordinate to electron-hole pairs. The sa
nonadiabatic dynamical model~and vibrational friction! used
to rationalize the unusual reactive dynamics, successfully
counts for the lack of vibrational excitation.
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